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Preview: Disclaimer: Premiumafile.com is not responsible for third party website content (links and images).
This website contains free movies, free software, public record and we are not promoting or hosting any of

these files.Q: Is it possible to slow down the animation of an inner div in CSS? I have a div within another div
which should be animated by CSS like this, basically when one div pops up, the other one slides in and stays

put at the top. The problem is the inner div moves really fast, and you won't really see what's going on. Is
there a way to slow down the animation? A: The problem is the inner div moves really fast The sliding effect

takes too long, so you can use a pause effect to shorten it to a more acceptable duration. Here's a little
example using a pause effect. You will still need to adjust the delay of the pause effect: .parent { display:
flex; align-items: center; width: 300px; height: 50px; background-color: #ffd15f; } .parent-inner { display:

flex; flex-direction: column; align-items: center; width: 100px; height: 50px; background: red; } .parent.active
{ background-color: lightgreen; animation-name: parent_move; animation-duration: 2s; animation-timing-
function: ease-in-out; animation-fill-mode: both; animation-delay: 2s; } @keyframes parent_move { from {

transform: translate3d(50px,0,0) } to { transform: translate3d(0,0,0) } }
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